
Cover Photo shown in: Sofa shown in Manhattan Alpine. Snuggler shown in Tweed Seaglass & Linn Botanica Two Fabric Story. 
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   HEIGHT  DEPTH  WIDTH  SEAT HEIGHT SEAT DEPTH SEAT WIDTH 
 
Grand Sofa  990mm  1000mm 2185mm 470mm  630mm  1850mm 
Large Sofa  990mm  1000mm 1785mm 470mm  630mm  1450mm 
Snuggler  990mm  1000mm 1270mm 470mm  630mm  935mm 
Chair   990mm  1000mm 1070mm 470mm  630mm  735mm 

www.gplan.co.uk/jayblades

All measurements are approximate and relate to the overall size of the item including soft arm cushions where fitted and back cushions. All units feature the Jay Blades 
signature pink panel on RHF side of the inside back. All units come with a Jay Blades branded badge. Available in a range of Fabrics, Leathers & Accent Fabrics. All Units are 

available in one Fabric or Leather as well as a Two Fabric Story option. All units are supplied with a wooden plinth and wooden feet as standard. Wooden plinths and wooden 
feet come in Ebony as standard. Seat cushions are a fixed-type. Scatter cushions are available at extra cost. Back cushions are made using 100% recyclable polyester fibre 

from recycled plastic waste.

Printed with 100% renewable energy & vegetable based inks.

Grand Sofa

With sweeping arms and deep, 
sumptuous seats, Albion is the 
perfect sofa for you to curl up 
on. Combined with tailored 
detailing and robust wooden 
plinth, Albion is a stylish, 
timeless piece for any modern

albion.

home. Made for idyllic relaxation, Albion’s caressing 
curves are the perfect look for laid-back, indulgent 
lounging. Hand-applied piping and button details 
bring Albion to fruition, adding a sense of style and 
sophistication, making it the ultimate everyday suite. 
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Option 1. Fabric All-Over (plain or accent) 

Option 2. Two Fabric Story 

Option 3. Leather All-Over 

Each Jay Blades model comes in the following 
options:

1 2

For Albion‘s Two Fabric Story, please see 
below:

JAY BLADES     G PLAN 
FABRIC STORY.

Large Sofa Snuggler Chair


